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Author’s response to reviews:

1. Please clarify the following point:

   Was the Questionnaire administered by author Remi Pacot, as described on lines 3-20 on page 5 of the manuscript, created for the research presented in this manuscript?

   “yes it was we specified this in the methods”

2. Please rename the Introduction heading in both the Abstract section and the main manuscript text so that it appears as Background.

   “ok”

3. Under your Ethics approval heading in the Declarations section, please clarify whether informed consent obtained from participants was written or verbal.
“consent was oral, this was specified in the declarations section”

Please note that in the case of minors, members of a study are not capable of providing ethical consent to participate for themselves. As research for this manuscript includes minors as participants, we would expect a parent or legal guardian to provide consent to participate in their stead. Please add a statement to the Ethics approval and consent to participate subheading to reflect that the parents or legal guardians of these participants provided consent on their behalf.

“the parents or legal guardian were informed of the study and gave oral consent”

4. Thank you for providing an Ethics and consent for participation statement for your Declarations section, please include the full unabbreviated names of any relevant national or international regulations and guidelines followed while conducting the research presented in your manuscript, an example of which would be the Declaration of Helsinki.

“ok we have specified”

5. Please note that the Consent for publication statement refers to consent obtained to include any individual person’s data in any form (including individual details, images or videos). Therefore, please state "Not applicable" in this section as no personal information is provided in your manuscript.

“Not applicable”

6. Please include an Acknowledgements subheading in your Declarations section. In this section acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the article who does not meet the criteria for authorship including anyone who provided professional writing services or materials. Please note that any sections that are not applicable to your manuscript should still be included with the statement “Not applicable.”
7. Please add a Funding statement to the Declarations section, as of now there only exists a Funding heading. All sources of funding for the research reported should be declared in this section. Please also state the role of the funding body in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript. Please note that any sections that are not applicable to your manuscript should still be included with the statement “Not applicable.”

8. Please remove any figure titles and captions from the figure files as these files should contain the image graphics only. Upon doing this, please place the titles/captions at the end of the main manuscript after the References section under a newly created “Figure legend” heading.

ok

9. Please remove the copy of the manuscript with tracked changes and the response to reviewers from the file inventory, as they are no longer needed at this stage of the editorial process.

ok

10. When submitting your revised manuscript please ensure you do so as a single clean copy without any tracked changes, colored or highlighted text, as these are no longer required at this stage of the editorial process.

ok